
TREATING AN ANKLE SPRAIN WITH AQUATICS

SwimEx CaSE Study:



PATIENT CASE STUDY SUMMARY

SwimEx is a leader in state-of-the-art swim spas, hydrotherapy pools, and 
plunge tanks, serving many of the world’s greatest athletes. Some of the teams 
using SwimEx pools and plunge tanks include the New York Yankees, New 
England Patriots, and the Green Bay Packers. 

Ankle sprains are one athletic injury that every PT or sports medicine 
professional encounters on a regular basis. Discover how one rehab 
professional used aquatic therapy to help his client recover from an ankle 
sprain in order to run a marathon only 10 days after her injury.

Please note to always consult a medical health care professional before 
performing any of the following interventions.

http://blog.swimex.com/Newyorkyankeeaquatictherapy
http://blog.swimex.com/professional/currentnews/new-england-patriots-their-new-training-facility-features-swimex-pools/
http://blog.swimex.com/professional/currentnews/new-england-patriots-their-new-training-facility-features-swimex-pools/
http://blog.swimex.com/professional/green-bay-packers-athletic-training-room-makeover-hydrotherapy-room


 

Too Much Swelling and Not Enough Time For Recovery

A client slipped on the stairs on a Monday evening. On Wednesday, she came 
into the clinic in a boot and bilateral crutches due to an ankle sprain. She had 
trained five months for a marathon that was only 10 days away! The way her ankle 
looked and felt, she had no hope of running.

Picture 1 shows what the ankle looked like Monday 
evening after the Emergency Room.

X-ray radiographs came back negative (-) for any 
fracture in the ankle, and the doctor placed her in 
a boot with crutches. She was instructed to attend 
physical therapy to determine future actions.

Her therapist Jaeson Kawadler at Brigham and Women’s Hospital knew he had to 
act fast if he was ever going to get her back on her feet and ready to race.

As you can see from Picture 1, she had a good amount of swelling in her ankle. 
She was diagnosed with a grade 2, which means that the ligament was intact but 
injured, anterior talofibular and calcaneofibular ligament sprain.  
This was further supported with Kawadler’s exam. 

He found that her active range of motion (how much she can move the ankle) 
was about 75% of her non-injured ankle with no pain and she was able to bear a 
little bit of weight.

THE CHALLENGE

Picture 2 



CLIENT CASE STUDY SUMMARY

 

The starting point with this amount of swelling is to get the swelling down and 
active motion up. Kawadler followed the RICE principles: Rest, Ice, Compression, 
and Elevation, and worked on effleurage massage to help drain the ankle. But, 
he also knew he needed to start getting her to bear weight if there was any 
chance of her being able to run a marathon in 10 days. In fact, he questioned 
whether he could even pull it off.

The Secret to a Fast and Painless Recovery 

The answer was that he needed to decrease the weight on the injured ankle, yet 
still achieve the necessary motion with her walk. He went right to the pool and 
used the principles of water in his SwimEx hydrotherapy pool.  

One of the keys with progressing this type of injury is to give enough stress 
through the joint, but not too much.  “You do not want to irritate the ankle more 
or you lose time,” said Kawadler.  “The pool gave me more options to get her 
moving earlier without undue stress because of the anti-gravitational properties 
of water.” 

The general guideline Kawadler uses is: If an individual is up to their neck in 
water, they are only 10% weight bearing, shoulder = 25%, and waist = 50-60%. 
Kawadler also knew that if he used the pool, the hydrostatic pressure would help 
decrease the swelling.  

THE SOLUTIONRY



WED Evaluation, massage, compression stocking
Walking in 5 foot area in pool 10 minutes, ice

THURS Massage, joint mobilizations to ankle
Walking on treadmill in pool at speed 10 for 15 minutes

FRI
Massage, joint mobilizations
Walking on treadmill in pool at speed 15 with current at 
speed 30 for 30

SAT Not in clinic and was told to use elliptical at a slow pace 
for 20 minutes, ice

SUN Not in clinic and was told to use elliptical at a slow pace 
for 20 minutes, ice

MON
Massage, joint mobilizations
Jogging on treadmill in pool at speed 30 with current 
at speed 45 for 20 minutes

TUES
Massage, joint mobilizations
Jogging on treadmill in pool at speed 30 with current 
at speed 45 for 10 minutes

WED

Massage, joint mobilizations
Jogging on treadmill in pool at speed 30 with current
 at speed 45 for 5 minutes
Jogging on slant in pool with current at speed 80 for 20 minutes

THURS

Massage, joint mobilizations
Jogging on treadmill in pool at speed 30 with current 
at speed 45 for 5 minutes
Jogging on slant in pool with current at speed 80 for 40 minutes

FRI & SAT Rest and Race on Sunday
*each session ended with icing the ankle

Here is a daily summary leading up to the marathon event for how the athletic 
trainer implemented the pool into the patient’s treatment plan:

http://www.swimex.com/underwater-pool-treadmills/


CLIENT CASE STUDY SUMMARY

 

After going through the above 
regimen, it is very important to 
note that following each session 
she had no increase in pain or 
swelling over the next 24 hours. 
The athlete did an amazing job of 
icing 5 times per day and wearing 
a compression sock around the 
clock to keep her swelling down.

Picture 2  is of the client just after 
the race holding her medal. While 
she did not break her personal 
best, she was ecstatic that she 
finished the race.  

THE RESULTRY

“I can honestly say without the use of 
hydrotherapy and the SwimEx pool, I do not 

know if this turnaround could have occurred.” 

- Jaeson Kawadler, Senior Physical Therapist at Brigham and Women’s Hospital 
specializing in biomechanics, orthopedic injuries, and aquatic therapy

 This is a feel good story that not only supports the use of water in rehabilitation 
and training, but makes a great case for why aquatics and hydrotherapy should 
be essential for rehabilitation programs.

Picture 2 



THANK YOU FOR READING

If you’re interested in learning more about how to incorporate hydrotherapy 
into your athletic training or physical therapy, or your training room is going 
through a remodel, download the free guide to designing and planning a 
hydrotherapy room.

http://web.swimex.com/free-hydrotherapy-guide?utm_campaign=Athletic%20Trainer%20Campaign%20&utm_source=AT%20Case%20Study%20-%20ebook%20offer
http://web.swimex.com/free-hydrotherapy-guide?utm_campaign=Athletic%20Trainer%20Campaign%20&utm_source=AT%20Case%20Study%20-%20ebook%20offer
http://web.swimex.com/free-hydrotherapy-guide

